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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You are designing the deployment of Azure Site Recovery with

Hyper-V Replic a. The environment does not have System Center
Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) deployed.
You need to instruct an implementation team to prepare the
Azure environment for deployment.
Which three actions should you recommend to be performed in
sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list
of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
The Sales Operations team at Northern Trail Outfitters imports
new leads each day. An integrated legacy territory management
system assigns territories to leads before Sales team members
can work on them. The current integration often experiences
latency issues.
Which two recommendations should an Architect make to improve
the integration performance?
Choose 2 answers
A. Legacy system should submit in serial mode.
B. Reduce batch size of asynchronous BULK API.
C. Legacy system should submit in parallel mode.
D. Reduce batch size of synchronous BULK API.
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Identify the reasons for archiving data. There are 3 correct
answers to this question.
A. Using data as a backup.
B. Reducing the system downtime when carrying out software
upgrades, recoveries, and (offline) database backups.
C. Improving response times and ensuring good response times.
D. Lowering the effort involved in database administration.
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Object X has a lookup field to Object Y. X needs to display a
text value from a Text field on Y. To ensure data Integrity,
how would a developer implement this?
A. Create a text field on Object X and use a workflow rule to
fill in the value upon the creation of X
B. Create a cross-object formula field on Object X that
retrieves the value from Y.
C. Create a text field on Object X and use Apex to populate the

value.
D. Create a roll-up summary field on Object X that retrieves
the value from Y.
Answer: B
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